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ABSTRACT

We present in this paper an end-to-end automatic speech

recognition (ASR) system for a person with an articulation

disorder resulting from athetoid cerebral palsy. In the case

of a person with this type of articulation disorder, the speech

style is quite different from that of a physically unimpaired

person, and the amount of their speech data available to train

the model is limited because their burden is large due to strain

on the speech muscles. Therefore, the performance of ASR

systems for people with an articulation disorder degrades

significantly. In this paper, we propose an end-to-end ASR

framework trained by not only the speech data of a Japanese

person with an articulation disorder but also the speech data of

a physically unimpaired Japanese person and a non-Japanese

person with an articulation disorder to relieve the lack of

training data of a target speaker. An end-to-end ASR model

encapsulates an acoustic and language model jointly. In our

proposed model, an acoustic model portion is shared between

persons with dysarthria, and a language model portion is

assigned to each language regardless of dysarthria. Experi-

mental results show the merit of our proposed approach of

using multiple databases for speech recognition.

Index Terms— Speech recognition, multilingual, assis-

tive technology, end-to-end model, dysarthria

1. INTRODUCTION

In this study, we focused on a person with an articulation

disorder resulting from the athetoid type of cerebral palsy.

Cerebral palsy results from damage to the central nervous

system, and the damage causes movement disorders. In the

case of a person with this type of articulation disorder, his/her

movements are sometimes more unstable than usual [1]. That

means their utterances (especially their consonants) are often

unstable or unclear due to the athetoid symptoms. Athetoid

symptoms also restrict the movement of their arms and legs.

Most people suffering from athetoid cerebral palsy cannot

communicate by sign language or writing, so there is great

need for voice systems for them.

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) has been widely

popularized with services such as the personal assistant on

the smartphone. However, there has been very little bene-

fit for orally-challenged people, such as those with speech

impediments. Among the reasons for this are differences in

speech style and limited speech data. In the case of people

with an articulation disorder, because their speech style is

quite different from that of physically unimpaired persons,

a speaker-independent ASR system trained using physically

unimpaired people is almost useless. Also, the amount of

speech data obtained from a person with an articulation dis-

order that is available to train the model is limited because

their burden is large due to strain on their speech muscles.

Therefore, a “limited data”-driven approach is required.

Recent advances in deep learning for ASR have intro-

duced remarkable progress [2, 3, 4], when there is a large

amount of training data that can be used. However, collect-

ing a large amount data from a person with an articulation

disorder is significantly difficult due to their athetoid symp-

toms. Voice conversion (VC) is an approach that can be

used to tackle this problem. Aihara et al. [5] have pro-

posed a partial least square-based VC method using the

phoneme-discriminative feature that converts dysarthric voice

into non-dysarthric speech. Jiao et al. [6] have proposed a

data-augmentation method based on convolutional genera-

tive adversarial network-based VC. As another approach, in

this work, we adopt data augmentation using multilingual

datasets. To be specific, we utilize not only the speech data

of a target person with an articulation disorder but also the

speech data of a physically unimpaired person who speaks the

corresponding language and the speech data of non-Japanese

people with articulation disorders.

Previous works on ASR have proposed end-to-end learn-

ing models combining acoustic and language models within a

sequence to sequence framework [7, 8, 9]. Unlike traditional

hidden Markov model-ASR systems, these models learn all

the components of the ASR system jointly. Therefore, it

is easy to develop ASR systems for new applications and

configurations. In this work, we investigate an end-to-end

ASR model based on the Listen, Attend and Spell (LAS)

model [10] for the dysarthric speech. In multilingual speech

recognition tasks, Toshniwal et al. [11] have jointly trained a

single LAS model across data from 9 Indian languages, and

shown improvement over monolingual models. This suggests

that a LAS model has the capability to provide richer internal

representation across several languages. In addition, we as-

sume that a language model can be shared between speakers

with or without dysarthria. From these considerations, in this



paper, we propose an end-to-end speech recognition frame-

work that consists of a dysarthria-specific acoustic model

portion, a healthy person-specific acoustic model portion,

an English language model portion, a Japanese language

model portion. A dysarthria-specific acoustic model portion

is trained using speech data of a Japanese speaker and for-

eign speakers with an articulation disorder where the latter

is included in publicly-available speech corpora. A Japanese

language model portion is trained using Japanese speakers

with and without an articulation disorder. In the phone pre-

diction step, the speech uttered by a target speaker passes

through these components to the output. Therefore, we can

obtain a well-trained model for dysarthric speech recognition

even if the amount of speech data of a target speaker is small.

We show the effectiveness of our proposed approach through

a phone recognition task.

2. RELATED WORKS

Previously, we have published some research on Japanese

people with articulation disorders, which was collected in

our own way. In [12], we proposed robust feature extrac-

tion based on principal component analysis, which has more

stable utterance data, instead of discrete cosine transform.

In [13], we used multiple acoustic frames as an acoustic dy-

namic feature to improve the recognition rate of a person with

dysarthria, particularly for speech recognition using dynamic

features only. In [14], we proposed a convolutional neural

network-based feature extraction to deal with the small lo-

cal fluctuations of the speech uttered by a person with an

articulation disorder.

For clinical speech applications, some public databases

are available [15, 16, 17]. Some researchers have worked on

developing an ASR system using these databases [18, 19].

However, the speakers included in these databases are En-

glish speakers, and there is no publicly-available database

for Japanese speakers. Thus, creating an ASR for Japanese

speakers with articulation disorders is a very challenging task.

The knowledge transferability across languages allows a mul-

tilingual ASR system to improve performance and allows the

amount of training data for each language to decrease [20]. In

this paper, we introduce the multilingual training of an end-

to-end dysarthric ASR system.

3. LISTEN, ATTEND AND SPELL MODEL

A LAS model [10] consists of two modules: a listener and

a speller, which are trained jointly. The goal of this model

is to produce the probability of a grapheme sequence from

the previous graphemes and a sequence of acoustic feature as

follows:

P (y|x) =
∏

s

P (ys|x,y<s), (1)

where x = (x1, ...,xt, ...,xT ) and y = (y1, ...,ys, ...,yS)
are a sequence of acoustic features and graphemes, respec-

tively. xt, ys, T and S are the input acoustic feature frame,

the posterior distribution of the output grapheme, the num-

ber of the input acoustic features, and the output graphemes,

respectively. A listener is an encoder-recurrent neural net-

work (RNN) that transforms an input sequence x of acoustic

features into a high level representation h = (h1, ...,hU ),
where hu and U ≤ T are the encoder output feature, and

the number of the encoder output sequence, respectively. A

speller is a decoder RNN that consumes h and produces a

probability distribution over graphemes sequence y.

The listener is a stacked pyramid bidirectional long short

term memory (pBLSTM) on top of the bottom BLSTM layer.

The pyramid structure reduces the computational complexity

and the convergence time, and allows the speller to extract

the relevant information from a smaller number of time steps.

The listener is considered the acoustic model in an ASR sys-

tem. The listener operation is written as follows:

h = Listen(x; θLis), (2)

where θLis denotes the parameters of a listener.

The speller is an attention-based LSTM transducer which

is a stacked unidirectional RNN. At every time step, the

speller produces a probability distribution over the next

graphemes conditioned on all the graphemes seen previously.

The attention mechanism allows the speller to generate the

next output over graphemes encapsulating the information in

the acoustic signal. The speller is considered the language

model in an ASR system. The speller operation is written as

follows:

P (y|x) = P (y|h; θSpl) =
∏

s

P (ys|h,y<s; θSpl) (3)

= Spell(h; θSpl), (4)

where θSpl denotes the parameters of a speller.

The model is trained to optimize the discriminative loss

as follows:

LLAS(D, θLis, θSpl) = Ex,y∼D[− log(P (y|x))], (5)

where D denotes the joint distribution over input sequence x
and label sequence y.

4. PROPOSED METHOD

4.1. Architecture

Fig. 1 shows the overview of our proposed method. Our pro-

posed ASR system is based on the LAS model, which consists

of two listeners and two spellers.

First, we configure a dysarthria-specific listener “D-

Listen” and a controlled speaker (a physically unimpaired



Fig. 1. Overview of our proposed method. Japanese

dysarthric speech is uttered by one target speaker in this pa-

per.

person)-specific listener “C-Listen”. D-Listen is shared be-

tween persons with articulation disorders regardless of their

languages. Even though the amount of target dysarthric

speaker data is small, we are able to obtain the well-trained

listener module specialized in dysarthria using a large amount

of speech data of foreign people with articulation disorders.

We expect that this multilingual mechanism will help the

listener module to capture a better high-level representation.

C-Listen is fed the input features from only a physically

unimpaired person.

Next, we configure an English speller “E-Spell” and a

Japanese speller “J-Spell”. E-Spell and J-Spell produce the

phone sequence of the English word and the Japanese word,

respectively. J-Spell is fed the input features from D-Listen

and C-Listen to output a probability distribution over phone

sequence. Because the language model can be shared be-

tween speakers with or without dysarthria, we are able to ob-

tain a well-trained speller using a large amount of speech data

of a physically unimpaired person.

4.2. Training

In this section, we describe the loss function used to optimize

our proposed model. For a “Japanese person with articulation

disorder” dataset, let DJD be the joint distribution over the in-

put sequence and the corresponding label sequence. DED and

DJC are analogously defined for the “English persons with an

articulation disorder” dataset and a controlled Japanese per-

son dataset, respectively. Our proposed model is optimized

while adjusting the parameters to minimize the loss function

as follows:

LLAS(DED, θD-Lis, θE-Spl) + LLAS(DJD, θD-Lis, θJ-Spl)

+ LLAS(DJC , θC-Lis, θJ-Spl), (6)

where θD-Lis, θC-Lis, θE-Spl and θJ-Spl denote the parame-

ters of D-Listen, C-Listen, E-Spell and J-Spell, respectively.

In this model, all components are simultaneously learned.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1. Experimental setup

Our proposed approach was evaluated on a phone recognition

task for two Japanese males with an articulation disorder. We

recorded 216 words included in the ATR Japanese speech

database [21], repeating each word five times for “Dysarthric

speaker1”. “Dysarthric speaker2” was not able to utter six

words out of the 216 words due to his athetoid symptoms,

so we recorded only the 210 words that he was able to utter.

In our experiments, the first utterances of each word were

used for evaluation, and the other utterances (e.g., 864 words

for Dysarthric speaker1) were used to train models). The

Japanese physically unimpaired person is one male speaker

whose speech is stored in the ATR Japanese speech database.

We used 5,240 words for training and another 216 words

for evaluation, which were the same words as the dysarthric

dataset. For the “foreign people with articulation disorders”

speech dataset, we used the TORGO database [17], which in-

cludes three females and four males. We selected 2,726 words

across all speakers from this database. We used 95% of each

dataset as the training set (e.g., 821 words for Dysarthric

speaker1), and the remaining were used as the validation

set. We used 39-dimensional mel-frequency cepstrum coef-

ficient (MFCC) features (13-order MFCCs, their delta, and

acceleration) as the input feature computed every 10ms over

a 25ms window.

For the baseline system, we trained two models based on

the conventional LAS model. The first model was trained us-

ing only the data of a physically unimpaired Japanese per-

son, and the second model was trained using both a physically

unimpaired Japanese person’s data and the data of a Japanese

person with an articulation disorder. For the listener config-

uration, we used 2 layers of 512 pBLSTM nodes (256 nodes

per direction) on top of a BLSTM that operates on the input.

For the speller configuration, we used a one-layer LSTM with

512 nodes. In this work, we used the phone sequence as the

output sequence. The output dimensionality is 59 and 56 with

the start-of-sequence and end-of-sequence token for English

and Japanese spellers, respectively. The network is optimized

using an Adam optimizer [22] with a batch size of 64, label-

smoothing, and with early-stopping using validation set. The

learning rate is set to 1e-4.

5.2. Results and discussion

First, we confirmed the performance of a model trained on

the speech data of a physically unimpaired person only. Ta-

ble 1 shows the results of the character error rate (CER). In

this table, Top-1 indicates the top-1 error rate, and Top-3 in-

dicates the top-3 error rate with beam width 3. As expected,

the CER value for persons with articulation disorders is quite



Table 1. CER (%) of a model trained on speech data of a

physically unimpaired person only.

Test speaker Top-1 Top-3

Controlled speaker 12.2 9.2

Dysarthric speaker1 72.2 69.2

Dysarthric speaker2 76.3 75.3

Table 2. CER (%) of a model trained on joint speech data of

a physically unimpaired person and a person with an articula-

tion disorder.

Test speaker Top-1 Top-3

Controlled speaker 11.2 7.2

Dysarthric speaker1 27.2 22.2

Controlled speaker 11.2 9.2

Dysarthric speaker2 32.1 27.0

a bit higher than that of a physically unimpaired person. In

fact, it is shown that the model trained using the speech data

of a physically unimpaired person is almost useless.

Next, we evaluated the performance of models trained

jointly on speech data of both a physically unimpaired per-

son and a person with an articulation disorder. As shown in

Table 2, this joint training method achieved lower CER values

than those in Table 1. This is because the speech data of an

evaluation speaker was used to train the model.

Table 3 shows results of our proposed method. Our pro-

posed method achieved 14.7% and 6.5% relative improve-

ment over the joint training method for dysarthric speaker1

and dysarthric speaker2 respectively, using the same amount

of data to train the Japanese speller. This means that the

dysarthria-specific listener learned better representation using

the speech of English and Japanese speakers with dysarthria.

As shown in previous work [11], multilingual training boosts

the performance in a LAS framework even though a speaker

is the person with an articulation disorder.

Table 4 shows some of the examples where our proposed

model fails to predict the correct word from the speech spoken

by dysarthric speaker1. From this table, we can see that the

consonant tends to be lacking. The model correctly predicted

the vowel, but not the consonant. Due to the athetoid symp-

toms, a person with an articulation disorder has difficulty ut-

tering consonants, so their speech is difficult to understand for

listeners in the real world. The model learned this character-

Table 3. CER (%) of our proposed method.

Target speaker Top-1 Top-3

Dysarthric speaker1 23.2 19.2

Dysarthric speaker2 30.0 24.9

Table 4. Example of ASR results for dysarthric speaker1 pre-

dicted from our proposed method. “pau” indicates the pause.

Ground Truth pau u r a y a- m a sh ii pau

Predicted pau u m a a a a s ii pau

Ground Truth pau d a ky ou pau

Predicted pau d a k ou pau

istic properly. These output sequences show the tendency of

phone errors, which enable us to apply these results to error

correction [23] in order to recognize the correct word.

Finally, we measured the performance of our frame-

work as a function of the number of training words using

the speech data of dysarthric speaker1. As shown in Fig 2,

we observed that the CER value decreases as the number of

training words increases. This is because the speech data of

a physically unimpaired person dominates the capability of

a Japanese speller. In our proposed method, the Japanese

speller is fed input features from both the dysarthria-specific

listener and the controlled person-specific listener. Therefore,

the Japanese speller must deal with inputs features from two

different distributions. This may be another reason for the

degradation of performance.

Fig. 2. The correlation between error rates and the number of

training words.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated an end-to-end ASR system for a

Japanese person with an articulation disorder based on a LAS

model. Due to their athetoid symptoms, the amount of speech

data obtained from such speakers is very small. To tackle this

problem, we used the additional speech data from a physi-

cally unimpaired person and foreign people with articulation

disorders. In our phone recognition experiments, we showed

the effectiveness of our proposed approach. In future work,

we will research how to relieve the domain confusion in the

Japanese speller.
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